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HANDHELD MOBILE COMPUTERS

TC55

The TC55 is an easy to use, pocket-sized all touch computer with smartphone ergonomics and good looks, plus true business durability. This Android 
Jelly Bean device offers consumer styling and ease of use to keep your workers satisfied and productive, while the pre-installed Zebra Extensions 
(Mx) adds the enterprise-class features your business needs that are missing in standard off-the-sheld Android, including security, management and 
business-class data capture. Built for business, the TC55’s IP67 sealing, drop and tumble specification, plus a Corning Gorilla Glass 2 display ensure 
reliable operation for years to come, despite drops and spills. And its industry leading dual mode touch panel allows flexible data input with the touch 
of a finger — gloved or ungloved — or a stylus. Combined with its best in class audio support, easy to see transflective display, the longest battery life 
in its class and more, the TC55 has all the business functionality your workers need to work smarter — and better serve your customers.

• • •
Android 4.1.2

Jellybean with  
Extensions (Mx)

from Zebra

IP67

4 ft./1.2 m drop to plywood  
per MIL-STD 810G;

With protective boot:  
5 ft./1.5m to concrete at  
room temperature per  
MIL STD 810G specifications

150 1.5 ft./0.5 m 
tumbles (300 drops); 

With protective boot: 
500 1.5 ft./ 0.5m 
tumbles  
(1000 drops) per  
applicable IE C 
tumble specifications

• •
Supports 
integrated 
1D/2D 
bar code 
capture

Yes
4G LTE, HSPA+, 
EDGE/GPRS/
GSM

802.11 
a/b/g/n

Bluetooth 4.0 • •

SB1

Providing superior service to today’s knowledgeable shoppers is a real challenge. Help every associate better serve customers with a new category of 
mobile device — the SB1 smart badge. This electronic wearable name badge allows associates to scan 1D and 2D bar codes, check prices and inven-
tory and connect via push-to-talk (PTT) to supervisors and co-workers carrying other PTT-enabled devices. Compatibility with a variety of applications 
also allows you to provide access to a personalized task list to keep associates productive when they are not assisting customers. In addition, the SB1 
is a true enterprise product, designed to handle the drops, bumps, spills and more that come with everyday use. The result is a powerful always-
connected workforce that can reach the people and information they need to maximize productivity, improve the shopper’s experience on every visit 
— and turn shoppers into buyers.

• • • • IP54
Multiple 4 ft./1.22 m drop  
to tile over concrete per

MIL STD 810G specifications
• • 802.11 

b/g/n •

SB1-HC

Outfitting your entire healthcare staff with a mobile device to streamline and improve task management has been cost prohibitive — until now. The 
SB1-HC is an affordable mobile device that can provide every healthcare staff member with the features and functionality required to ensure swift 
action and task accuracy. Specially built for healthcare, the SB1-HC has a touch screen that works with gloved hands; military grade drop and sealing 
specs for dependable operation despite drops, spills, and exposure to heat and cold; plus the ability to handle constant disinfecting with harsh 
chemicals — crucial in preventing the spread of germs throughout the hospital. The ability to run task management applications allows you to create a 
personal task list for each worker — and track the status of those critical tasks in real time. Robust bar code scanning streamlines and error-proofs the 
execution of a wide variety of tasks. For example, technicians validate maintenance is about to be performed on the right piece of equipment; nurses 
can quickly scan items in a supply cabinet to automate inventory counts and replenishmen; and porters can scan the bar codes on patient wristbands 
to ensure that the right patient is being picked up or delivered to the right location. The result? The SB1-HC will provide you with the constant connec-
tion your healthcare staff needs to greatly improve your patients’ quality of care. 

• IP54
Multiple 4 ft./1.22 m drop  
to tile over concrete per

MIL STD 810G specifications
• • 802.11 

b/g/n •

ET1

The ET1 Enterprise Tablet is a new class of tablet that’s pure business from the inside out. With Wi-Fi and cellular connectivity and a comprehensive 
business-class feature set, the ET1 can help give employees the information they need to work smarter and faster than ever before — regardless of 
whether they are inside the enterprise or out in the field. The ET1 offers the same sleek design and ease of use common in consumer tablets, without 
compromising on all the requirements needed for the enterprise — including enterprise applications, durability, security, manageability, enterprise 
accessories and peripherals and an enterprise lifecycle.

• • • • • • • • • Android 4.1.1 IP54
Multiple 4 ft./1.2 m drops per  
MIL -STD 810G

Captures 
1D and 2D 
barcodes, 
photos, 
video, 
signatures 
and docs

802.11 
a/b/g/n

Bluetooth 2.1 
with EDR • • •

ES400

The ES400 Enterprise smart phone packs big business functionality into a pocket-sized sleek design, providing mobile workers with the tools required 
to change ‘action item’ to ‘action taken’. This combination 3.5G world cell phone and mobile computer offers user selectable dual GSM and CDMA con-
nections, real-time access to business-critical applications, GPS, plus the ability to capture photos, videos, bar codes and documents — all in a single 
small device. A customizable user interface provides easy access to the comprehensive device capabilities. And unlike similar consumer-style devices, 
the ES400 offers a 3-year life cycle as well as enterprise-class security, durability, manageability and support plans. 

• • • •
Microsoft®  
Windows® Mobile 
6.5.3 Professional

IP42

Multiple 4 ft./1.22 m drop spec; 3 
ft./0.91 m drop to vinyl covered 
concrete across the operating 
temp. range (36 drops at 32° 
F/0° C, room temp.  
and 104° F/40° C)

150 1.65 ft./0.5 m  
tumbles  
(300 consecutive 
drops per applicable 
IEC tumble specifica-
tions)

• • •
GSM HSDPA/
HSUPA and 
CDMA EVDO

Rev A

802.11 a/b/g
Bluetooth 
Class II, v2.0 
with EDR

• • •

MC40

Deliver service that will impress today’s demanding and technology savvy customers with the MC40. You get a cool, sleek design that rivals the most 
popular consumer-style products on the outside and pure business on the inside — enterprise-class durability, security and a comprehensive set of 
features including advanced bar code scanning, push-to-talk, access to back-end store applications and the store’s online website, a high-resolution 
camera, plus an integrated magnetic stripe reader. The result? Associates can find the answer to practically any product question, present product 
comparisons to help with a buying decision, place an order for next day delivery or in-store pick-up for an item that isn’t available and ring up a sale — 
all without ever walking away from the customer.

• • •
Android 4.1.1 with 
Extensions (Mx)

from Zebra
IP54

Multiple 4 ft./1.2 m drops  
per MIL-STD 810G; multiple  
3 ft./0.9 m drops to tile

250 1.6 ft./0.5 meter 
tumbles (500 drops) 
at room temp.; per 
applicable IE C 
tumble specifications

• • • • 802.11 
a/b/g/n/r

Bluetooth 
Class II, v.2.1 
with EDR

• •

MC40-HC

The MC40-HC gives your healthcare staff everything needed to make the right decision in a split second — all in a device that rivals the sleek, pocket-
able design of today’s most popular mobile devices. With enterprise-class data capture,    nurses and lab technicians can count on easy first time every 
time scanning of any bar code — greatly improving efficiency and accuracy in medication administration and specimen collection. The MC40-HC is 
also disinfectant ready. Its AndroidTM Jellybean operating system uses the same interface your healthcare staff is already comfortable with — virtually 
eliminating training — but under the hood, the similarities stop there. Extensions (Mx) from Zebra infuses Android with the enterprise-class features re-
quired in the critical environment of healthcare. Mx offers robust Wi-Fi connections will keep your staff dependably connected to the network, security 
features that protect data and help meet HIPAA requirements; and complete remote control over devices and their installed applications, protecting IT 
staff efficiency.

•
Android 4.1.1

with Extensions (Mx)

from Zebra  
Solutions

IP54

Multiple 4 ft./1.2 m drops  
per MIL-STD 810G; 

Multiple 3 ft./0.9 m  
drops to tile

250 1.6 ft./0.5 meter 
tumbles (500 drops) 
at room temp.; per 
applicable IE C 
tumble specifications

• • • • 802.11 
a/b/g/n/r

Bluetooth 
Class II, v.2.1 
with EDR • •
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HANDHELD MOBILE COMPUTERS (CONTINUED)

MC45/ 
MC45 
NFC*
*Europe 
only

The MC45 is designed to help the field workforce improve customer service and productivity out in the field. This compact device is easy to hold, while 
key size and key placement make it easy to use. The rugged device is built for life in the field, able to handle drops, bumps, spills, dust, vibration and 
thermal shock that occurs as workers routinely travel form a climate controlled vehicle to the outdoors and into a customer location. Industry-leading 
1D scan enging with Adaptive ScanTM technology makes the most scan-intensive task easy. An integrated camera enables the capture of just about 
any type of data — from 2D bar codes to photos and videos. Support for Zebra’s Mobile Payment Module enables workers to process practically any 
type of payment card. The european version now features NFC for additional payment options. And a full complement of accessories makes it easy for 
users to manage the MC45 out on the road — including holsters and vehicle charging cradles. 

• • • •
Microsoft®  
Windows Embedded 
Handheld™ 6.5.3

Professional Edition

IP64
Multiple 6 ft./1.8 m drops per 
MIL-STD-810G

250 0.5 m (1.5 ft.) 
tumbles (500 drops); 
per applicable IEC 
tumble specifications

1D Laser 
Scanner 
— 1D laser 
with Adap-
tive Scan 
technol-
ogy.

• •
3.5G HSDPA, 
Quad-Band 
GPRS/EDGE

802.11 a/b/g
Bluetooth 
Class II, v2.0 
with EDR

• • •

MC55A0 /
MC55N0*

When your managers and task workers are on the move inside your facility, the rugged MC55A0 mobile computer keeps everything they need to 
take instant action at their fingertips. Pure business on the inside and smart styling on the outside, the MC55A0 lets your workers access business 
applications, scan bar codes, snap a photo, view a video and place a private or push-to-talk call to virtually anyone in your facility — all with a single 
device. The sleek lightweight design is not only pocketable, it is at home in front of customers and patients. And with the most rugged design in this 
product class, your workers get a device they can count on every day — while you get a device you can count on for years. (*NOTE: The MC55A0 with 
802.11a/b/g is available globally. The MC55N0 with 802.11a/b/g/n only available in the U.S. and Europe.)

• • • • •
Microsoft  
Windows Mobile 6.5 
Classic

IP64
Multiple 6 ft./1.8 m drops per  
MIL-STD 810G

1000 1.6 ft./0.5 m  
tumbles (2,000 drops) 
per applicable IEC 
tumble specs. 

• • • • 802.11 a/b/g
Bluetooth 
Class II, v2.1 
with EDR

• •

MC55A0-
HC

This rugged disinfectant-ready mobile computer offers all the same great features as the MC55A0, with the healthcare friendly colors required for 
point-of-care applications. Healthcare workers can take the quality of patient care and safety to the next level, able to access the real-time information 
needed to verify the right medication is about to be administered to the right patient, monitor patient vital signs while moving through the hospital, 
verify a lab order before a specimen is drawn and more. Government grade security enables compliance with HIPAA. And the ability to withstand 
regular exposure to harsh cleaning agents prevents the spread of bacteria between patients and caregivers.

•
Microsoft  
Windows Mobile 6.5 
Classic

IP64
Multiple 6 ft./1.8 m drops per  
MIL -STD 810G

1,000 1.6 ft./0.5 m  
tumbles (2,000 drops) 
per applicable IEC 
tumble specs.

• • •
RFID avail. 
via 3rd party 
accessory 802.11 a/b/g

Bluetooth 
Class II, v2.1 
with EDR

• •

MC65

Want to redefine productivity for your mobile workforce? With the MC65, you can. The MC65 gives your workers the tools they need to get the job 
done right, right now. With desktop-like application performance, an always-on mobile broadband connection, a customizable user interface and 
robust scanning, camera and GPS, it’s easier than ever for your workers to capture virtually any type of data and access any information, anywhere, 
anytime. Plus, the ability to use the MC65 on virtually any carrier anywhere in the world — CDMA and GSM — drives down the cost of purchasing and 
managing mobile computers.

• • • • • • •
Microsoft  
Windows Embedded 
HandHeld 6.5

IP64
Multiple 6 ft./1.8 m drops per  
MIL -STD 810G

1,000 1.6 ft./0.5 m  
tumbles (2,000 drops) 
at room temperature; 
per applicable IEC 
tumble specs

• • •
GSM HSPA/
HSUPA and

CDMA EVDO 
Rev A

802.11 a/b/g
Bluetooth 
Class II, v2.0 
with EDR

• • •

MC67

Give your field workforce all the tools they need to work faster and smarter with the rugged 4G HSPA+ MC67. What can workers do with the MC67? 
Everything they need to get the job done. Access information in almost any backend system. Scan practically any bar code. Call a customer with an 
updated arrival window. Capture documents to enrich business intelligence and simplify recordkeeping. Take and send video and photos for real-time 
repair support. All at 4G HSPA+ speed. So whether your mobile workforce is fixing equipment, making deliveries, taking orders, performing inspections 
or issuing citations, they’ll have all the tools they need to improve task efficiency, task accuracy and customer service, all in a single  
super-rugged device. 

• • • • • • •
Microsoft Embedded 
Handheld 6.5 Profes-
sional

IP65 and  
IP67 

Multiple 8 ft./2.4 m drops 
per MIL-STD 810G at room 
temperature; 6 ft./1.8 m per MIL-
STD 810G across the operating 
temperature range

1,000 1.6 ft./ 
0.5 meter tumbles 
(2,000 drops) at room 
temp.; per applicable 
IEC tumble specs.

• • •
4G HSPA+, 
UMTS/HSDPA 
and HSUPA

802.11 
a/b/g/n

Bluetooth 
Class II, v2.1 
with EDR

• • •

MC67 — 
Dual WAN
(US only)

The MC67 Dual WWAN adds a flexible dual WWAN modem, allows you to choose whatever cellular network will provide your workers with the best 
coverage — 4G GSM or 3.5G CDMA. This software configurable modem can be activated and reactivated on different networks on the fly — without 
the hassle of returning the device to a service depot. Now, you can easily re-deploy units wherever they are needed, regardless of which network best 
serves that area. And for workers that travel through large territories with areas best served by different networks, you can activate plans on both GSM 
and CDMA networks — workers can simply toggle between networks as needed to obtain seamless coverage throughout the day. (*NOTE:  CDMA-
EVDO Rev A activation is only available in North America on the Verizon network.)

• • • • • • •
Choice of Windows 
Embedded Handheld 
6.5 Professional  
or Android 4.1

IP65 and  
IP67 

Multiple 8 ft./2.4 m drops 
per MIL-STD 810G at room 
temperature; 6 ft./1.8 m per MIL-
STD 810G across the operating 
temperature range

1,000 1.6 ft./ 
0.5 meter tumbles 
(2,000 drops) at room 
temp.; per applicable 
IEC tumble specs.

• • •

4G HSPA+; dual 
WAN 4G HSPA+ 
and/

or CDMA EVDO 
Rev A (Verizon 
only) software 
configurable 
modem

802.11 
a/b/g/n

Bluetooth 
Class II, v2.1 
with EDR

• • •

MC75A

The 3.5G MC75A addresses business-critical mobility needs by maximizing processing power, rugged design, application flexibility, data capture capa-
bilities, connectivity options, security and manageability — all in one device. Two options — 3.5G WWAN/WLAN and WLAN only — enable enterprises 
to standardize on a single EDA to support workers inside and outside the four walls. Add a proven ergonomic design that is easy-to-carry and easy-to-
use, and you have maximum value in a minimum footprint — all at the right price.

• • • • • • • •
Microsoft Windows 
Embedded Handheld 
6.5 Classic and 
Professional

IP54
Multiple 6 ft./1.8 m drops per  
MIL -STD 810G

1,000 1.6 ft./0.5 m  
tumbles (2,000 drops) 
per applicable IEC 
tumble specs.

• • • •
RFID available  
via accessory GSM: HSDPA; 

CDMA: EVDO 
Rev A

802.11 a/b/g
Bluetooth 
Class II, v2.1 
with EDR

• • •

MC75A0-
HC

Take healthcare quality and patient safety to the next level with the MC75A0-HC. The MC75A0-HC easily endures everyday drops and bumps as well as 
disinfecting after each patient. Our most advanced scanning technology allows the capture of even damaged and poorly printed 1D and 2D bar codes. 
Robust wireless application performance and wireless connectivity options allow healthcare givers to access patient records, accurately administer 
medication, monitor patient vital signs and more — all in just seconds, anywhere inside the facility. Government grade FIPS 140-2 security easily meets 
stringent HIPAA privacy regulations. Add a proven easy-to-carry and easy-to-use ergonomic design, and you have maximum value in a minimum 
footprint — all at the right price.

•
Microsoft Windows 
Embedded Handheld 
6.5 Classic

IP54
Multiple 6 ft./1.8 m drops per 
MIL -STD 810G

1,000 1.6 ft./0.5 m  
tumbles (2,000 drops) 
per applicable IEC 
tumble specs.

• • •

RFID available  
via accessory

802.11 a/b/g
Bluetooth 
Class II, v2.1 
with EDR

• •

MT2000

The MT2000 Series handheld mobile terminal delivers maximum functionality to your mobile employees. By combining the simplicity of a scanner, the 
brainpower of a mobile computer, Zebra’s signature rugged design and an ultra-ergonomic gun-style form factor, the MT2000 Series provides an easy-
to-use yet affordable device capable of dual functionality — as both a scanner and a mobile computer. The MT2000 Series is pre-loaded with inventory 
software and an MCL client for easy porting of legacy applications.

• • • • • Microsoft  
Windows CE 5.0

IP54
6 ft./1.8 m drop to concrete 
across the operating tempera-
ture range

250 3.2 ft./1 m 
tumbles (500 drops) 
per applicable IEC 
tumble specs.

• • • 802.11 a/b/g

Bluetooth 
2.4Ghz 
class I  
radio; 300 
feet/ 91.44 m 
open air

• •
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HANDHELD MOBILE COMPUTERS (CONTINUED)

MC2100

This value-priced device delivers all the features needed to affordably automate the capture of inventory data, right at the point of work. You can count 
on plenty of processing power, rugged design, superior ergonomics, flexible data capture options, enterprise-grade push-to-talk (PTT), plus centralized 
management. Choose the scan engine that offers the best performance on the types of data you need to capture — a 1D linear imager, 1D laser or 
1D/2D area imager. A powerful processor and 802.11n give workers a desktop-style application experience, while superior ergonomics redefine comfort 
for single-handed operation.

• • • • • •
Microsoft Embedded 
CE 6.0 Core & Pro 
(MC2180 Only) 
Editions

IP54

Multiple 4 ft./1.2 m to concrete 
at room temperature 4 ft./1.2 
m drops per MIL STD 810G;  3 
ft./0.91 m to concrete across 
operating temperature

500 1.6 ft./0.5 m 
tumbles  
(1,000 drops) per 
applicable IEC tumble 
specs.

• • 802.11 b/g/n
Bluetooth 
Class II, v2.0 
with EDR

• •

MC3200  
Family

Customer satisfaction and the success of your business are tightly tied to how efficiently and accurately you can manage your inventory. You need to 
know what you have on hand at all times to prevent costly out-of stocks, while your workers need to rapidly and accurately pick orders to ensure that 
customers receive the right items, on time. With the MC3200, you will. Now with more options, this cost-effective, lightweight and rugged mobile com-
puter provides the tools your workers need to complete inventory-related tasks in seconds, from the store sales floor to the loading dock. Every day, 
workers use one of three ergonomic models in the MC3000 Series to bring all day comfort to any job, from voice-picking to the most scan-intensive 
tasks. And since the MC3000 Series has been one of our most popular mobile computers for over 10 years, you get a tough and tested mobile com-
puter you can trust to take your inventory management efficiency to the next level.

• • • • •
Windows Embed-
ded Compact 
7.0 (Standard or 
Premium) or Android 
4.1 (Premium)

IP54

Multiple 4 ft./1.2 m drops to 
concrete across the operating 
temperature range, multiple 5 
ft./1.5 m  
drops to concrete at ambient 
temperature  
73° F/23° C; meets and exceeds 
MIL-STD 810G

500 1.64 ft./0.5 m  
tumbles (1,000 drops) 
at room temperature 
per IEC 68-2-32 
tumble specifications

• • • 802.11 b/g/n
Bluetooth 
Class II, v2.1 
with EDR

•

MC9190-G

When you need to collect data in the harshest of environments, the MC9191-G is ready for the job. The MC9190-G is more rugged, more powerful, 
with a higher resolution display, better scanning performance, more scanning options and a stronger touchscreen and scanner exit window — two of 
the most used and most vulnerable elements of any industrial mobile computer. With more options, there is a model that will meet the needs of your 
business — and your users.

• • • •
Microsoft Windows  
CE 6.0 or Microsoft 
Windows Mobile 
 6.x Classic

IP64

Multiple drops to concrete:  
6 ft./1.8 m across the operating 
temperature range; meets and 
exceeds MIL-STD 810G specs.

2,000 3.28 ft./1 m 
tumbles at room 
temp. (4,000 drops) 
per applicable IEC 
tumble specs.

• • • • •

Integrated 
UHF tag  
for asset track-
ing apps.

802.11 a/b/g
Bluetooth 
v2.1 with EDR •

MC9200

The MC9200 is the next generation in the industry-leading rugged MC9000 Series, now upgraded to support your next generation mobile applica-
tions. Every day, millions of users around the world count on their MC9000 Series mobile computer to better manage inventory in warehouses and 
manufacturing plants, track baggage on airport tarmacs in any kind of weather and keep weaponry and vehicles on military bases in peak operating 
condition. FIPS 140-2 provides the government grade security required to protect the most sensitive data. The signature rugged design delivers 
dependable operation in the toughest environments. And Zebra’s lastest technology architecture,  MPA 3.0, combines with best -in-class bar code 
scanning to enable highly-intuitive applications with easy-to-use graphical interfaces.  

• • • •
Microsoft Windows 
Embedded:  
Compact 7.0 or; 

Handheld 6.5.3

IP64

Multiple drops to concrete:  
6 ft./1.8 m across the operating 
temperature range; meets and 
exceeds MIL-STD 810G specs

2,000 3.28 ft./1 m 
tumbles at room 
temp. (4,000 drops) 
per applicable IEC 
tumble specs.

• • • • •

Integrated UHF 
Gen2 tag  
for asset track-
ing apps. 
(Premium 
models only)

802.11 
a/b/g/n

Bluetooth 
Class II, v2.1 
with EDR

•

MC9500-K

The Zebra MC9500-K raises the bar for premier rugged mobile computing, with a breakthrough ergonomic design and features to support the most 
demanding field mobility applications. Truly in a class of its own, this groundbreaking device is as different on the inside as it is on the outside. Build-
ing on Zebra’s signature MC9000 Series, the MC9500-K is more rugged, with more data capture options, true WAN technology independence and 
application flexibility through customer-swappable WAN subsystems and keypads, more processing power, a game-changing approach to battery and 
backroom management and Government grade FIPS 140-2 security — all in a lighter, sleeker and easier-to-use form factor.

• • • • • •
Microsoft Windows 
Mobile 6.5 Classic 
and Professional 
editions

IP67

6 ft./1.8 m drop 
 to concrete across  
the operating temperature 
range; per MIL-STD-810G

2000 3.2 ft./1 m 
tumbles (4,000 drops) 
per applicable IEC 
tumble specs.

• • •
Modular 3.5G 
WAN (GSM HS-
DPA or CDMA 
EVDO Rev A)

802.11 a/b/g
Bluetooth 
Class II, v2.1 
with EDR

• • •

MC959B

Part of the MC9500-K Series, Zebra’s MC959B is a data-only model, designed for those workers who don’t need voice services. The MC959B offers 
advanced data connectivity through a dual on-board user-selectable modem that provides wireless data access only via either 3.5G GSM HSUPA 
or CDMA-EVDO Rev A networks — or both (requires data plans on each network). If multiple networks are activated, this data-only device can be 
switched between networks as users travel, ensuring connectivity throughout the business day. This true carrier independence allows businesses to 
deploy and redeploy a single pool of devices on different cellular networks, as well as ensure connectivity in large territories with areas that are best 
served by different networks.

• • • • Microsoft  
Windows Mobile 6.1

IP67

6 ft./1.8 m drop to concrete 
across the operating tempera-
ture range; per  
MIL-STD-810G

2000 3.2 ft./1 m 
tumbles (4,000 drops) 
at room temperature; 
per applicable IEC 
tumble specs.

• • •
Modular 3.5G 
Dual-WAN 
(GSM HSUPA 
and CDMA 
EVDO Rev A)

802.11 a/b/g
Bluetooth 
Class II, v2.1 
with EDR

• • •

Omnii XT15

The highly adaptable Omnii™ XT15 is the ultimate mobile computer for supply chain logistics. Built for the toughest environments, it offers a 6.5 ft/2 m 
drop spec, dual IP67/IP65 sealing rating and a high impact, extreme duty display. Not only tough, the XT15 is uniquely adaptive. As your needs change, 
it allows you to replace or upgrade the scanner, cellular radio, display, memory or keyboard — saving your business up to 30 percent on lifetime total 
cost of ownership (TCO). Combined with a wide array of keyboard options, long battery life, integrated scanner options, ergonomics and more — you 
can rest assured that the XT15 will satisfy your business needs well into the future. 

• • • • • •
Microsoft  
Windows CE 6.0  
or; Embedded

Handheld 6.5

IP65, 
IP67, 
and  
IEC 
60529

Multiple 6.5 ft./2 m drops to 
polished concrete • • • • •*

Available 
via modular 
upgrade

802.11 
a/b/g/n

Bluetooth 
v2.0 with 
EDR

•* •

Omnii 
XT15f
(Chiller 
and Arctic 
versions)

Give your workers the real-time information they need to streamline inventory management in your coldest environments with the Omnii XT15f. The 
Omnii XT15f builds on the Omnii adaptable platform, adding features that enable your workers to achieve flawless fulfillment in the coldest corners of 
your supply chain — from the loading dock to a freezer in an ice cream manufacturing plant to an outdoor yard in the arctic cold of a wintery day.

• • • •
Microsoft  
Windows CE 6.0  
or; Embedded

Handheld 6.5

IP65, 
IP67, 
and  
IEC 
60759

Multiple 6.5 ft./2 m drops to 
polished concrete • • • • •*

Available 
via modular 
upgrade

802.11 
a/b/g/n

Bluetooth 
v2.0 with 
EDR

•* •

Omnii 
XT15ni
(US only)

Building on the Omnii adaptable platform, the Omnii XT15ni is designed for the specialized needs to enable the safe operation of mobile computers in 
hazardous environments. Its non-incendive UL certification provides mobile workers with a rugged handheld device that can be safely operated in the 
hazardous areas typcially found in the pharmaceutical, oil & gas, utilities and petrochemical industries, as well as military operations. Like the Omnii 
XT15, the Omnii XT15ni is certified IP67 and IP65 and takes advantage of the same expandability all devices on the Omnii platform provide. When it 
comes to streamlining business processes in the most demanding hazardous environments, the XT15ni delivers. 

• • •
Microsoft  
Windows CE 6.0  
or; Embedded

Handheld 6.5

IP65, 
IP67, 
and  
IEC 
60529

Multiple 6.5 ft./2 m drops to 
polished concrete; 5.6 ft (1.7m), 
26 drops to polished concrete 
(powered with options & ac-
cessories)   

• • • • •*
Available 
via modular 
upgrade

802.11 
a/b/g/n

Bluetooth 
v2.0 with 
EDR

•* •

EP10

The EP10 offers consumer styling, convenience, and ease of use in a compact device with real business durability. Built to survive life from the factory 
to the field, the EP10 is ready to streamline processes and improve worker efficiency in field service, public safety, postal/courier services, mobile 
ticketing and beyond. And with the unique design of the EP10 HF RFID module users can combine other technologies such as GPS, barcode scanning, 
and modern radio communication to offer the flexibility to operate in multiple regulatory and reading environments. Built on the core technologies of 
the Omnii™ platform, the EP10 packs full-sized functionality into a handy, ergonomic device that is ready to serve all your enterprise needs — from bar 
code scanning to image capture. And its many integrated sensors enable automatic backlighting, screen rotation, geo-tagging of images and more.

• • • • • Windows Embedded

Handheld 6.5.3
IP54 and,  
IEC 529

Multiple 5 ft /1.5 m - 26 drops 
on each edge, corner, and face 
to polished concrete; multiple 
drops at 6 ft (1.8m)

1000 times at  
1.64 ft. / 0.5 m 

(2000 drops), IEC 
60068-2-32

• • •

UMTS 3.8G 
HSPA+; Five 
Band UMTS; 
Quad-Band 
GSM; CDMA 
EVDO Rev A; 
Dual Band

802.11 
a/b/g/n

Bluetooth 
v2.0 with 
EDR

• •
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HANDHELD MOBILE COMPUTERS (CONTINUED)

Workabout 
Pro 4

The latest model in the Workabout product line, the Workabout Pro 4 offers the same modularity that has made the Workabout line an outstand-
ing value, now with support for the latest mobile technolgies, from 4G cellular to 802.11n Wi-Fi, expanded RFID support, simpler Bluetooth pairing, 
improved support for voice-enabled applications, plus more processing power and memory — everything required to bring a new level of performace 
to today’s most demanding and graphics-rich applications. Its extraordinary modularity delivers an equally extraordinarily low total cost of ownership. 
Just like the Workabout Pro 3, you can start with the features you need today, yet easily add practically any feature you can imagine, when your busi-
ness demands it — right in your own facility. Start with Wi-Fi and add WWAN. Swap scan engines to support new types of bar codes. Swap end caps to 
support voice picking applications. Add a high-resolution camera to document proof of delivery. Add support for almost any type of RFID tag, or choose 
from a wide variety of ready-to-use modules from our partners to add highly-specialized features. And since the Workabout brand has been serving 
businesses for over 20 years, you can choose the Workabout Pro 4 with confidence. 

• • • • • • •
Microsoft Windows 
Embedded CE 6.0 or; 
Embedded  
Handheld 6.5

IP65 and  
IEC 
60529

Multiple 5 ft./1.5 m, 26 drops to  
polished concrete (powered  
with options and accessories);

• • • • •*

Option via 
modular  
accessory

Optional UMTS/
HSPA+ WAN radio 
(data only in the 
Americas1 with 
GPS receiver 
(supports AGPS, 
GLONASS  
and SBAS)   

802.11 
a/b/g/n

Integrated 
Bluetooth 
V2.0+EDR 
Bluetooth 
coexistence 
(v2.1 available  
Q2 2014)   

•* •

MOBILE PAYMENT

MPM-100

Easily create an instant full-service mobile point-of-sale with the MPM-100, which adds comprehensive payment processing capabilities to existing 
Zebra mobile computers. When you pair this palm-sized mobile device to your mobile computers via Bluetooth, your workers can accept virtually any 
kind of payment: credit, debit, loyalty and gift cards stored on magnetic stripe or Chip and PIN-based cards — or NFC payments via a mobile phone. 
The MPM-100 offers the highest level of data security available for payment processing. And its rugged design means reliability wherever the MPM-100 
is used — from retail stores, hotel entries, and outdoor dining areas to delivery trucks out on the road. 

• • • • • IP54

Multiple 4 ft./1.2 m drop to 
concrete across the operating 
temperature range; per  
MIL-STD-810G

250 1.64 ft./0.5 m 
tumbles (500 consecu-
tive hits) 

• Bluetooth2 •

CUSTOMER FOCUSED MOBILE COMPUTER

MC18

Let your customers experience how shopping should be with the MC18 personal shopper. This smartphone-style device helps shoppers scan items for 
faster checkout, receive real-time coupons and more. The result? Shoppers spend less time in the store, buy more and save more — boosting both 
customer satisfaction and sales. With four industry firsts, you get one of the most advanced personal shopping devices on the market: 1D and 2D bar 
code scanning on paper labels or a display; a smartphone-style large all touch display, a new space-saving cradle that makes it easy to integrate into 
existing available spaces and a new high-power intelligent battery that means more time in service per device  
and fewer devices to purchase.

•
Windows Embedded  
Compact 7;

Microsoft  
Internet Explorer 
Embedded 7

Withstands multiple  
4 ft./1.2 m drops to vinyl  
tile over concrete

500 .5m (1.64 ft.) 
tumbles (1,000 drops) 
at room temperature

• • 802.11 a/b/g/n

Bluetooth 
Class 1.5 
2.1+EDR: 
Bluetooth 4.0 
with Bluetooth 
SMART 
technology

• •

MC17

Give busy retail consumers what they want most — personalized service that travels with them while they shop.  
The MC17 delivers new levels of self-service and convenience — freedom to scan items for purchase, receive discounts and promotions and more, 
all at the press of a button. In addition, your employees can use the MC17 to manage inventory, check prices and even line bust — improving productiv-
ity in everyday processes as well as customer service levels. Both customers and employees will find the MC17 intuitive and easy to use. And its 
standards-based architecture reduces development costs and delivers real-time integration with retail POS systems.

•
Microsoft  
Windows CE 5.0 
Professional; Pocket 
Internet Explorer 6.0

Multiple 4 ft./1.2 m drop to tile 

over concrete • 802.11 a/b/g • •

VEHICLE MOUNT COMPUTERS

VC70N0

With the ultra-rugged wireless VC70N0 in your forklifts and other material handling vehicles, your warehouse will achieve a new level of accuracy 
and productivity. This 802.11a/b/g/n vehicle mount computer provides operators with the real-time information they need to verify every movement 
of every item as it travels from receiving to shipping. The powerful VC70N0 supports traditional Telnet as well as modern browser-based graphic-rich 
applications, covering receiving, put-away, replenishment, picking, packing and shipping. You get the flexibility to add the options needed to maximize 
efficiency — including corded or cordless bar code scanners; glove-friendly, freezer-specified keyboards; and a variety of voice capabilities.

• • Windows Embedded 
Compact 7 (WEC 7)

IP66 N/A N/A
•

with 
scanner

•
with 

scanner

•
with 

scanner

•
with 

scanner

802.11 
a/b/g/n

Bluetooth 
Class II, v2.1 
with EDR

•

VC6090

The VC6090 lift truck-mounted mobile computer is size- and weight-optimized to fit into any vehicle where space is tight, including lift trucks and carts. 
Designed to withstand the most extreme environments including lift truck mounting, the device offers real-time voice and data communications inside 
the four walls. The VC6090 is equipped with easy-to-use technology that virtually eliminates the need for training. The large 6.5 inch VGA display is 
easy to see in practically any lighting condition — from total darkness to bright sunlight, even when viewed through polarized sunglasses.

• •
Microsoft  
Windows Mobile 6.5 
Classic Version

IP64 N/A N/A
•

with 
scanner

•
with 

scanner

•
with 

scanner

•
with 

scanner

802.11 a/b/g
Bluetooth 
Class II, v2.0 
with EDR

•

VC6096

The VC6096 all-in-one in-cab solution is designed to help transportation and logistics providers achieve cost-effective compliance, maximize driver 
productivity, improve safety and vehicle utilization, reduce costs and improve customer service. Built to handle the rigors of the road, the device pro-
vides drivers with the comprehensive simultaneous wireless voice and data capabilities needed to maximize operational efficiency — including cellular, 
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth wireless connectivity, GPS and telematics support. Ideal for Less Than Truckload (LTL), Truck Load (TL) and Over the Road (OTR) 
operations, this open-platform solution allows you to choose and control the applications and peripherals that best meet your business needs.

•
Microsoft® Windows 
Mobile® 6.5 Profes-
sional Edition   

IP64 N/A N/A
•

with 
scanner

•
with 

scanner

•
with 

scanner

•
with 

scanner

GSM, 3.5G 
HSDPA

802.11 a/b/g
Bluetooth 
Class II, v2.0 
with EDR

• • •

VC5090

The VC5090 Vehicle/Fixed-Mount Mobile Computer combines rugged construction with high performance wireless networking for real-time data 
access and collection in the harshest conditions. Whether your workers are on a forklift, at a fixed station or moving through the warehouse aisles, the 
VC5090 provides the tools you need to increase productivity and reduce errors in shipping and receiving, as well as put-away and picking applica-
tions. Combined with its industrial IP66-sealed aluminum housing and military grade specifications for vibration, shock and temperature, the VC5090 
delivers maximum durability in the toughest environments, protecting your investment and delivering the uptime needed to keep your  
business moving. 

• • • • Microsoft Windows 
CE 5.0 Professional

IP66 N/A N/A
•

with 
scanner

•
with 

scanner

•
with 

scanner

•
with 

scanner

802.11 a/b/g
Bluetooth 
v1.2 •
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VEHICLE MOUNT COMPUTERS (CONTINUED)

VH10 /
VH10f  
(freezer)

The VH10 is a rugged, vehicle-mount mobile computer that provides the real-time information your workforce needs to get the job done right, and on 
time. The VH10f has all the same rugged features as the VH10, with the added ability to withstand constant freezing temperatures. Both models allow 
the replacement of the two elements that are most vulnerable to damage — the keyboard and the touchscreen — protecting the productivity of your 
warehouse. Combined with 20 years experience developing the most usable keyboard, and the most accurate and reliable touchscreen technology 
available today, the VH10 allows you to achieve maximum process simplicity with practically any application — from simple terminal emulation applica-
tions to today’s intuitive graphics-intensive web-based Warehouse Management Systems.

• • • • Microsoft  
Windows CE 6.0

IP66 N/A N/A
• 
with 
scanner

• 
with 
scan-
ner

• 
with 
scanner

• 
with 
scanner

With  
accessory

802.11 
a/b/g/n

Bluetooth 
v2.0 with 
EDR

•

8515

When space is at a premium, the compact 8515 mobile computer is the right tool for the job. This rugged, lightweight vehicle mount computer gives 
you all the intelligence and connectivity you need in a very small package. With its easy-to-read touch display, two-way speaker for Push-to-Talk 
capabilities and full alphanumeric keyboard with 10 dedicated function keys, the 8515 is ready to improve productivity, accuracy and throughput in your 
warehouse — even in the most space constrained  forklifts and clamptrucks.

• • • • Microsoft  
Windows CE 5.0

IP65 N/A N/A
• 
with 
scanner

• 
with 
scan-
ner

• 
with 
scanner

• 
with 
scanner

With  
accessory

802.11b/g
Bluetooth 
Class II •

8525 G2 / 
8530 G2

The the 8525 G2 / 8530 G2 rugged vehicle mount computers are at home in the most extreme working conditions — the Arctic cold chain. No matter 
where your workers are, they can count on reliable operation in the most harsh and demanding cold chain environments — from shipping and distribu-
tion to transportation, warehouses, ports and container yards. Advanced features include a wide-range 10-90V power supply for easy installation on 
any truck, no pre-regulators, filters or additional power supplies required. And the optional internal battery allows the computer to run even when the 
truck is off. Combined with its powder coated magnesium IP66 rated housing, wide array of keyboard options and ability to handle extreme cold and 
extreme temperature changes, the 8525 G2 / 8530 G2 is ready to streamline operations in the most demanding business conditions — the cold chain.

• • • Microsoft  
Windows CE 5.0

IP66;  
IEC 529

N/A N/A
• 
with 
scanner

• 
with 
scanner

• 
with 
scanner

• 
with 
scanner

802.11b/g
Integrated 
Bluetooth 
radio

•

8585 /  
8595

When you need full PC functionality on your material handling vehicles, the compact 8585 and 8595 deliver. These rugged vehicle mount mobile com-
puters support the Windows® XP or Windows® 7 operating systems, bringing full PC functionality to demanding environments, including warehouses, 
ports, manufacturing plants and airport tarmacs. The thin design takes up very little space, for easy deployment, even in the most space-constrained 
vehicles. The diversity antenna ensures reliable wireless connectivity and fast throughput. And the IP66 rating combines with strict shock and vibration 
testing to ensure reliable operation, even in non-suspension vehicles or machines with substantial imbalances.

• •

Windows XP 
Embedded; XP

Professional; 
Embedded Stan-
dard 7;

Windows Profes-
sional

IP66; 
IP67

N/A N/A
• 
with 
scanner

• 
with 
scan-
ner

• 
with 
scanner

• 
with 
scanner

802.11 
a/b/g/n; PCIe 
MiniCard

•

WEARABLE COMPUTERS

WT41N0

The rugged WT41N0 Wearable Terminal arms your workers with advanced real-time hands-free voice and data, providing the information workers need 
to improve decision-making, reduce errors and enhance customer satisfaction. The WT41N0 offers maximum flexibility, including headset and push-
to-talk support for voice picking, as well as mix and match connectors on either side of the device for right- or left-handed scanning. Its lightweight 
ergonomic design can be worn comfortably on the hip or wrist. The full keyboard enables easy text entry, while a bright 2.8 in. QVGA screen provides 
at-a-glance readability in near darkness to bright sunshine.

• • • •
Microsoft Win-
dows Embedded  
Compact CE 7.0

IP54
Multiple drops to concrete:  
4 ft./1.2 m across the operat-
ing temperature range

500 one-half meter 
tumbles at room

temperature  
(1,000 drops)

•
with ring 
scanner

•
with 
ring 

scanner

802.11 
a/b/g/n

Bluetooth 
v2.1 with EDR •

WT41N0 
VOW

The rugged WT41N0 VOW supports powerful voice-directed applications that improve the speed and accuracy of picking and other tasks in every inch 
of the sortation center and warehouse. The WT41N0 offers the same processing power and superior voice-functionality as the voice-and-data enabled 
WT41N0, including support for voice recognition and text-to-speech engines. Built to withstand extreme temperatures, the WT41N0 VOW is ideal for 
coolers and freezers. And with a full accessory family — including cordless easy-to-wear ring-style scanners — you can easily expand functionality to 
meet the specific needs of your business and your workers, future proofing your investment.

• • •
Microsoft Win-
dows Embedded  
Compact CE 7.0

IP54
Multiple drops to concrete:  
4 ft./1.2 m across the operat-
ing temperature range

500 one-half meter 
tumbles at room

temperature  
(1,000 drops)

•
with ring 
scanner

•
with 
ring 

scanner

802.11 a/b/g/n
Bluetooth v2.1 
with EDR •

RS419

Worn on one finger, the ring-style RS419 combines hands-free all-day comfort, 1D laser scanning technology and a rugged design for everyday depend-
able operation, indoors and outdoors, even the freezer. The RS419 easily accommodates right and left handed workers with any size hand, bare or 
gloved. Workers can even switch between right and left-handed operation in seconds with a handy swivel feature. In addition, scanning a bar code is 
a breeze. Patented Adaptive Scanning technology provides an extremely wide working range. Bar codes can be captured as close as one inch to over 
four feet away — so workers can easily scan bar codes at near contact on items in hand or on the shelves in a freezer. In addition, workers can choose 
the scanning mode that is most efficient for the task at hand by either pulling the trigger once to scan a single bar code — or keeping the trigger 
depressed to continuously scan bar codes. The rugged design includes a frictionless patented Liquid Polymer scan element, special reinforcement on 
the cable, a trigger that can be pressed over a million times, sealing against dust and reinforced abrasion resistance. And every worker can have their 
own personal finger strap, helping protect against the spread of germs.

• • • IP54

Multiple 4 ft./1.2 m  
drops to concrete from  
-4° to 122° F/-20° to 50° C; 
multiple 3 ft./0.9 m drops to 
concrete at -22° F/-30° C

• •

RS507
Give your workers the freedom they need to achieve a new level of productivity in package handling and warehouse applications with the RS507 
hands-free wearable cordless 1D/2D imager. The most rugged scanner in its class, the RS507 provides workers on the loading docks, warehouse floor 
and assembly line with the reliable scanning they need to remain productive every minute of every shift.

• • • IP54
Multiple 6 ft./1.8 m drops to 
concrete across the operating 
temperature range

• •
Bluetooth 
Class II, v2.1 
with AFH**

•

HC1

Our HC1 Headset Computer is a rugged mobile computer with an adjustable optical micro-display that provides a view equivalent to a 15-inch laptop 
screen. It allows users access to critical documents, videos and photos, with information displayed just below their line of sight. It’s perfect for workers 
who need big-screen device capability to view highly complex graphical data or schematics in work environments where carrying a laptop or tablet 
is not feasible, safe or convenient. Users can navigate through applications and information with a simple voice command or a tilt of the head, made 
possible with advanced speech recognition and a powerful accelerometer and digital compass. The OMAP3 dual-core processor offers fast and reli-
able performance. The virtual monitor is user-configurable for right or left eye dominance. And additional data entry options include Zebra’s Bluetooth 
RS507 ring 1D/2D imager, CS3070 key fob, DS3578 handheld imager as well as a virtual on-screen keyboard.

•
•

(remote 
Expert  
w/EMT)

• • Microsoft Windows 
CE 6.0 Professional

IP65
4ft./1.2m to concrete across 
operating temperature  
per MIL-STD-810

500 tumble  
(1000 drops) at  
1.64 ft./0.5m

With RS507 
or Cordless 
CS3070

With 
RS507 
or 
Cordless 
CS3070

Avail  

as acc.

Via Bluetooth 
connection to 
another EMC 
WAN-based 
device

802.11 b/g
Bluetooth 
v2.1 with 
EDR

With Wi-Fi and cellular connectivity and a comprehensive business-class feature set, the ET1 can help give employees the information 
they need to work smarter and faster than ever before — regardless of whether they are inside the enterprise or out in the field.

* Optional              ** Adaptive Frequency Hopping

* Optional 1.) In the Americas the Workabout Pro 4 is not approved to be used with any VoIP application using Wide Area Network (WAN) or Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN). 
2.) Compatible with most Bluetooth-enabled mobile computers running Windows Mobile 6.5+ or Android v2.2+

* Optional

* Optional

* Optional
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Transform your enterprise and empower 
your workforce to be their best in every 
moment that matters with mobile computers 
from Zebra.
With a Zebra enterprise mobile computer in hand, workers can access the 
information, applications and people they need to get the job done. The result? 
Productivity is up. And your customers experience the best service possible. 
When you choose Zebra, you’re in good company. The world’s largest retailers, 
manufacturers, transportation and logistics companies, field sales and service 
organizations, and healthcare providers rely on Zebra mobile computers every 
day to turbocharge their business.

What can you expect from our mobile computers?

The most diverse mobile computer portfolio on the planet
When it comes to mobility, one size doesn’t fit all. Maybe your workers need 
handheld mobile computers that are small, lightweight and literally pocketable; 
a rugged tablet; or rugged industrial devices that can handle the harshest 
environments and heaviest usage. Maybe your workers need the hands-free 
scanning convenience that only a wearable mobile computer can offer. Maybe 
you need a fixed mount computer on forklifts in the warehouse — or delivery 
trucks out in the field. Or maybe you need them all. With our comprehensive 
portfolio, you can find the right device for every worker, every application and 
every environment.

All day everyday reliable operation
Our mobile computers have passed some of the most stringent and taxing 
durability tests, ensuring that the devices you select operate reliably despite 
drops, hundreds or thousands of tumbles, cold, heat, a beverage spill, rain 
and more. The end result is devices that outlast most competitive devices 
by years, delivering the uptime and enterprise-class lifecycle you need to 
achieve a low total cost of ownership (TCO).

All the features you can imagine
With Wi-Fi, cellular and Bluetooth® wireless connectivity, your workers stay 
connected to supervisors, co-workers, customers and the peripherals they 
need to get the job done — whether they are inside your facility or out on 
the road. Capture a world of data, automatically — any kind of bar code, 
photographs, video footage, signatures and GPS location data to RFID tags 
and even direct part marks. Patented scanning and imaging technology 
delivers laser-quality speed on virtually every bar code — even if it is dirty 
or scratched. World-class GPS technology gives workers access to location-
based applications in more areas — including inside buildings and deep urban 
canyons. Crystal clear audio ensures quality voice communications. Zebra’s 
Enterprise Voice Solution enables push-to-talk calls between different device 
types — such as mobile computers, many popular mobile phones and two-
way radios that operate on different networks. And with a full complement 
of accessories, devices are easily tailored to meet specific market needs, 
expanding device functionality and delivering a maximum return on your 
hardware investment.

The power to run any application
Whether your workers need access to simple data applications or a live video 
feed, our mobile computers have the power to make it happen. Zebra’s latest 
mobility platform includes some of the fastest processors and the large mobile 
memory capacity to support the most demanding applications. And best-
in-class battery management preserves power for full shift operation, every 
moment our mobile computers are not in use.

More efficient power management with PowerPrecision
With PowerPrecision Battery Solutions, Zebra offers the integrated 
technology required to maximize useful battery life and ensure every 
battery in the battery pool is healthy, and able to hold a full charge. The 
PowerPrecision Battery Management software provides a single centralized 
window into the state of all the batteries in your mobile devices, plus the 
ability to automatically alert users when a battery needs to be replaced  
or retired. 

AndroidTM — fortified for the enterprise with  
Extensions (Mx) from Zebra
When you choose an Android-based mobile computer from Zebra, you get 
a robust operating system (OS) ready for the enterprise. While the Android 
OS is constantly evolving and integrating new enterprise-class features,it 
still falls short of the features required in the enterprise. Mx addresses this 
issue by adding a layer of features on top of standard Android — features 
that provide the robust enterprise-class security, manageability, data capture 
features and robust wireless connections your business requires. There is no 
cost — no licensing fees. And while Mx is pre-installed on all of our Android-
based mobile computers, you’re always in charge — you decide which 
optional features you want to activate, and when.

Simple and low-cost centralized device management
Get the ultimate in manageability and drive down the largest cost associated 
with mobility solutions — day-to-day management. Zebra’s mobile device 
management solutions allow you to remotely stage, update, monitor and 
troubleshoot Zebra and non-Zebra mobile computers and their peripherals 
from a single location. The result? Management is less complex, less time 
consuming and less costly.

Complete control over device features
Protect productivity with complete control over the features and software 
applications your users can access with Zebra’s complementary utility, 
AppCenter. For example, you can limit Internet access to prevent workers 
from checking personal email or visiting social network sites throughout the 
workday — or disable an external memory card slot to prevent workers from 
stealing data or loading a video game.

Wired network security — on a wireless device
Secure your Zebra mobile computers, the data resident on our mobile 
computers and the data travelling to and from our devices with Zebra’s 
Mobility Security Suite. Now, the same best-in-class security features that 
protect your networks are available on your Zebra mobile computers — 
including a firewall, intrusion prevention, enforced authentication and data 
encryption. And secure all communications over both cellular and Wi-Fi 
networks with our Mobile Virtual Private Networks (MVPNs), delivering 
government grade security without the typical wireless  
performance reduction.

The support you need, every step of the way
Whether you are new to mobility or are a veteran, or whether you are in 
the planning stages or are ready for deployment, our experts are ready to 
lend a hand to help you launch your mobility solution quickly, easily and 
cost effectively. And once our mobile computers are in the hands of your 
workers, our Service from the Start post-deployment support program 
helps keep them there. This program sets the gold standard for support by 
including normal wear and tear, as well as coverage for internal and external 
components damaged through accidental breakage — significantly reducing 
unforeseen repair expenses.
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